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B O O K  A N N O U N C E M E N T

Acclaimed Co-Writing Team Returns with 
Sweeping Alaskan History and Romance

• Book 1 debuted at #1 on the CBA Historical Fiction bestsellers list

•  Set in 1926 Alaska, this is a powerful story of faith conquering the darkest  
of fears

After the death of their father, Collette and Jean-Michel Langelier are no longer tied to 
post-war France. While his sister dreams of adventure, Jean-Michel is hoping to finally 
escape reminders of the horrors he faced in the war. When Jean-Michel receives an  
unexpected invitation for them to visit Alaska and the Curry Hotel, it seems an  
opportunity for a change he needs.

Katherine Demarchis is a young widow who does not grieve the dangerous husband she 
was forced to marry. Now she just wants to retreat to a quiet life, content to be alone. 
First, though, she’s agreed to accompany her grandmother on a final trip, but never 
expects to see a man from her past.

Katherine and Jean-Michel once shared a deep love that was torn apart by forces beyond 
their control. Reunited now, have the years changed them too deeply to rediscover what 
they had? And when Jean-Michel’s nightmares return with terrifying consequences, will 
faith be enough to heal what’s been broken for so long?

“Peterson and Woodhouse once again prove to be a dynamic  
authorial duo in this deeply personal novel. . . . The characters’  

varying experiences with loss and questions of worth are interwoven 
beautifully, and rich wisdom from Christian and scriptural sources  

is poured into moments of despair and doubt.”
—Booklist

ABOUT THE AUTHORS:
Tracie Peterson is the award-winning author of more than 100 novels, both 
historical and contemporary. Her avid research resonates in her many bestselling 
series. Tracie and her family make their home in Montana. Visit  
traciepeterson.com to learn more.

Kimberley Woodhouse is a multi-published author and a popular speaker and 
teacher who has shared the theme of “Joy Through Trials” with hundreds of  
thousands of people across the country. Kim is a pastor’s wife and is passionate 
about music and Bible study. She lives and writes in Colorado. Visit  
kimandkaylawoodhouse.com for more information.
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“In their second  
historical outing,  

coauthors Peterson 
and Woodhouse  

welcome readers back 
to Alaska’s Curry  

Hotel, where hearts are 
mended and souls  

find peace.”

—Library Journal


